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Plaintiffs, a group of minor children within the Newark Public School District

(`Newark") represented by their parents, respectfully submit this brief in opposition to the

Motion for Leave to Intervene filed by the American Federation of Teachers, AFL-CIO ("AFT"),

AFT New Jersey, AFT, AFL-CIO ("AFTNJ") and the Newark Teachers Union ("NTU")

(collectively with AFT and AFTNJ, "Proposed Movants-Intervenors").

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

The issue presented in this litigation is simple: do New Jersey's Last In, First Out

("LIFO") statutes unconstitutionally deprive students of their fundamental right to a thorough

and efficient education? The parties necessary to adjudicate that issue are already parties to this

lawsuit: the students harmed by these two statutes and those tasked with enforcing the LIFO

statutes. Proposed Movants-Intervenors, organizations representing a vast array of individuals in

the educational space throughout the country and within New Jersey, are not necessary parties to

this constitutional challenge, as there are no constitutional rights of the organizations at stake.

Consequently, Proposed Movants-Intervenors both lack standing and cannot meet the

requirements for mandatory or permissive intervention. Their motion to intervene should be

denied.

As an initial matter, Proposed Movants-Intervenors cannot establish standing, a necessary

threshold issue to intervention about which they are completely silent. First, Proposed Movants-

Intervenors have nothing at stake in this litigation--as organizations, they are not impacted by the

constitutionality or unconstitutionality of the LIFO statutes. Second, all of the Proposed

Movants-Intervenors are membership organizations that include teachers and educational

employees, many of whom either are not impacted by the LIFO statutes at all or would benefit if

the LIFO statutes were deemed unconstitutional as applied. As such, the organizations have no



common interest among their members in advocating that the quality-blind LIFO statutes are

constitutional. Rather, in seeking to intervene in order to defend the statutes, Proposed Movants-

Intervenors prioritize their ineffective senior teacher members over their effective junior teacher

members, creating an irreconcilable conflict of interest among their members. Moreover, AFT

primarily consists of members who do not work in New Jersey, let alone Newark, and simply

cannot demonstrate an interest in this action.

And even if the Proposed Movants-Intervenors could establish standing, they should not

be allowed to intervene. Proposed Movants-Intervenors, as organizations, have nothing at stake

in this lawsuit sufficient to make them necessary parties to this action. Moreover, their

involvement would do nothing to stem potential future litigation by individual teachers impacted

by quality-based reductions-in-force (if the LIFO statutes are found unconstitutional) or quality-

blind reductions-in-force based on seniority alone (if the Court deems the statutes constitutional).

For the reasons detailed infra, Proposed Movants-Intervenors lack standing to intervene

in these proceedings and are not entitled to intervention under either R. 4:33 . 1 (Intervention as of

Right) or R. 4:33-2 (Permissive Intervention).

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

N.J.S.A. 18A:28-10 and I8A:28-12 (the "LIFO Statute") mandates that, when school

districts execute a reduction-in-force ("RIF"), those districts must lay off teachers based on

seniority alone, ignoring any other factor, including the teacher's effectiveness. Affirmation of

William H. Trousdale (December 7, 2016) ("Trousdale Aff."), Ex. A ("Comp].") 1 3.

Subsequently, if there is a need to hire teachers within the district, the district must prioritize the

re-hiring of the previously laid-off teachers in order of their seniority, not their assessed quality.

Id. These statutes do not impact the ability of districts to terminate problematic, tenured teachers
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on a one-off basis through a tenure charge, but such efforts to terminate these teachers one-by-

one results in significant expense to the district each time such proceedings occur. Trousdale

Aff., Ex. B ("Cerf Cert.")123 ("Removing teachers through a tenure charge is a time-consuming

and cost-intensive process that takes at least two years ... , followed by legal proceedings that

may take over a year and cost the district more than $50,000."). For districts faced with

shrinking budgets and lowered student enrollment, engaging in expensive one-time proceedings

to remove ineffective teachers, which often take place over at least two years, does not permit the

district to effectively address quality issues as part of addressing budget issues. Id.

The children in Newark are especially harmed by the LIFO Statute. The effectiveness of

teachers has been found to be the single most influential school-based variable in determining the

adequacy of a child's education and a critical determinant of educational success. Compl. ¶ 44;

see also Amy M. Hightower et al., Improving Student Learning by Supporting Quality Teaching:

Key Issues, Effective Strategies , Editorial Projects in Educ. Research Center, 2 (2011),

http://www.edweek.org/media/eperc_qualityteaching_12.1  1.pdf. Yet Newark is suffering from

an excess of ineffective and partially effective teachers. Compl. ¶ 47. More than half of the

ineffective teachers in New Jersey have been reported as working in Newark. Id. Meanwhile,

Plaintiff students attend schools where the majority of students are unable to meet the State's

minimum proficiency expectations in literature and math. Compl. ¶T 31-40.

Given the present circumstances in Newark, the LIFO Statute, as applied, has a

disproportionate and negative impact on Newark and similarly situated districts by forcing the

termination of effective teachers, as opposed to more senior but less than effective educators,

when a RIF is necessary. In February 2014, as part of an unanswered request by Newark to the

New Jersey Commissioner of Education ("Commissioner") seeking a temporary reprieve from

http://www.edweek.org/media/eperc_qualityteaching_12.1


quality-blind layoffs in the form of an equivalency request ("Equivalency Request"), the district

reported the results from a simulation modeling what would likely occur if the district were

forced to engage in a RIF. Compl. ¶¶ 42, 73. In this simulation, Newark showed that, under the

LIFO Statute, 75% of the teachers it would lay off pursuant to a RIF would be considered

effective or highly effective, and only 4% of the teachers laid off would be rated ineffective .

CompI. ¶ 74. This means that as many as 8,000 children in Newark would miss out on being

taught by an effective teacher each year if layoffs are implemented pursuant to the LIFO Statute.

Compl. ¶ 75.

Faced with the real harm imposed by a RIF, Newark has historically opted to engage in a

costly program to keep ineffective, problematic teachers out of the classroom: the Educators

Without Placement Sites ("EWPS") pool. Compl. i 81. By definition, teachers in this pool have

been rated as ineffective or have other performance-related issues that caused principals

throughout the district to decline to employ them. Compl. ¶ 82; see also Cerf Cert. ¶ 13.

Teachers in the EWPS pool do not have full-time classroom placements, but perform various

support and teacher's aide functions. Compl. ¶ 82. During the 2013-2014 school year, Newark

placed 271 teachers in the EWPS pool, which cost the district approximately $22.5 million

dollars in payroll and consisted primarily of senior teachers with ten or more years of experience.

Compl. ¶¶ 84-85.

However, starting in 2015, Newark's budget could not support keeping these EWPS

teachers out of the districts' schools. Compl. ¶ 86. In 2016-2017, Newark had to place teachers

from the EWPS pool, representing more than $25 million in teacher salaries, within the district

schools, without the consent of the principals. Compl. ¶ 87. Nevertheless, more than $10

million in teachers' salaries remains in the EWPS pool. Id.
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This cost is a significant portion of Newark's budget, and is tied to the salaries of

teachers deemed to be so ineffective or problematic that Newark seeks to keep them out of the

classroom (and cannot). Yet there is no educationally beneficial option left to the district. For

example, if Newark sought to terminate each one of the 271 teachers who were in the pool

during the 2013-2014 school year on an individual basis by use of the provisions of the

TEACHNJ tenure laws, the district could spend more than $1.36 million and countless man-

hours on these proceedings. Cerf Cert. at ¶ 23 (estimating approximately $50,000 per

proceeding). The estimated length of time for each individual proceeding is about two years. Id.

at ¶ 21. Therefore, even if Newark implemented tenure charges, such proceedings could not be

completed in time for annual budgetary decisions, and so would still require Newark to

implement layoffs. On the other hand, if the LIFO Statute were deemed unconstitutional as

applied, Newark would be able to remove ineffective teachers from the schools through a RIF

triggered by the decreased enrollment and budget challenges within the district.

Consequently, Newark is left with an impossible choice while the LIFO Statute is in

effect: continue with the EWPS pool to retain effective teachers or engage in a RIF wherein

effective teachers would be terminated and ineffective teachers--simply due to their

seniority--would be retained. Compl. at ¶ 93.

Proposed Movants-Intervenors

AFT is a national labor organization that "represents 1.6 million pre-K through 12th-

grade teachers; paraprofessionals and other school-related personnel; higher education faculty

and professional staff; federal, state and local government employees; nurses and healthcare



workers; and early childhood educators."' AFTNJ is a "statewide umbrella organization of

affiliated AFT local unions," which consists of approximately 30,000 members, including "pre-K

to I2 teachers, faculty at Rutgers University, State Colleges and Universities, and

County/community colleges, as well as other educational employees employed by New Jersey

school districts, colleges and universities." 2 A part of AFTNJ's mission is to "[p]romote the

welfare of children by providing progressively better education opportunities for all, regardless

of race, color, creed, gender and social, political, economic status, handicap or disability" and

"[flight all forms of bias in education due to race, gender, creed, and social, political, or

economic status, or national origin." 3 NTU is the local union affiliated with AFTNJ, and

consists of approximately 3,600 teachers and educational employees employed by Newark.4

Procedural History

Plaintiffs filed this action on November 1, 2016 seeking declaratory and injunctive relief

to enjoin the LIFO statute as applied in Newark and similarly situated districts. On November 3,

2016, Plaintiffs filed a motion to intervene in Abbott v. Burke , Docket No. 078257 (N.J.

Supreme Court), after the New Jersey Attorney General, on behalf of the State, filed a

Memorandum of Law seeking to modify the Supreme Court's prior Abbott decisions. Trousdale

Aff., Ex. C. In that filing, Plaintiffs sought to intervene to be heard on the issue of the

constitutionality of the LIFO Statute as the Commissioner sought the ability to "waive or

suspend these provisions" at her discretion in the State's filing. Trousdale Aff., Ex. D at 64.

i See. e.g,.  AFT Press Release, Americans Voted for Public Schools Over Privatization
(Nov. 9, 2016), http://www.aft.org/press-release/americans-voted-public-schools-over-
privatization; see also eg nerally http://www.aft.org/.
2 See Certification by Donna Chiera in Support of Motion to InterveneY pP {Nov. 14, 2016)
("Chiera Cert."), ¶ 3.
3 See Mission , http://aftnj.org/mission/.

See Chiera Cert. at ¶ 4.

C1
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Proposed Movants-Intervenors, which have not sought to intervene in Abbott, now seek

leave to intervene in this action to defend the constitutionality of the LIFO Statute because they

fear that the Defendants in this action will not adequately defend their interests in advocating for

senior teachers.

ARGUMENT

I. PROPOSED MOVANTS-INTERVENORS LACK STANDING TO INTERVENE
IN THIS ACTION

Separate and apart from the criteria Proposed Movants-Intervenors must satisfy before

being permitted to intervene under R. 4:33-1 or R. 4:33-2, they must first establish their standing.

See e.g. , Spring Creek Holding Co., Inc. v. Shinnihon U.S.A. Co., Ltd. , 2005 WL 3357492, at *3

(N.J. App. Div. Dec. 12, 2005); Farmland Dairies, Inc. v. Borough of Wallington, 29 N.J. Tax

310, 312 (Tax Ct. 2016) (citing Mobil Admin. Serv. Co. v. Twp. of Mansfield, 15 N.J. Tax 583,

587 (Tax Ct. 1996), aff d , 17 N.J. Tax 509 (App. Div. 1997).

An association can establish standing only where "it has a real stake in the outcome of the

litigation, there is a real adverseness in the proceeding, and the complaint is confined strictly to

matters of common interest and does not include any individual grievance which might perhaps

be dealt with more appropriately in a proceeding between the individual member and the

defendant." New Jersey Citizen Action v. Riviera Motel Corp., 296 N.J. Super. 402, 416 (App.

Div. 1997) (emphasis added) (quoting Crescent Park Tenants Ass'n v. Realty Equities Corp., 58

N.J. 98, 109 (1971)). The above criteria can be satisfied where (i) the association itself is

affected by the alleged conduct at issue or (ii) the association is acting as the representative of its

members. See LDM, Inc. v. Princeton Reg l Health Comm'n , 336 N.J. Super. 277, 288-89 (Sup.

Ct. 2000) (quoting Warth v. Seldin , 422 U.S. 490, 511 (1975) (internal citations omitted)). To

establish standing as the representative of its members, the association's members must have a
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common economic interest in the challenged action." New Jersey Hospice and Palliative Care

Org. v. Guhl , 414 N.J. Super. 42, 48-49 (App. Div. 2010) (citing Crescent Park Tenants Ass'n ,

58 N.J. at 107-12).

There is not a single mention of standing in Proposed Movants-Intervenors' brief in

support of their motion. Seeeg nerally Movant-Intervenors' Brief in Support of Motion to

Intervene (Nov. 15, 2016) ("Ints. Br."). And it is no surprise why: none of Proposed Movants-

Intervenors can serve as a representative of their members because there is no common economic

interest in the challenged action among them, and the organizations themselves are not impacted

by the LIFO Statute.

First , none of Proposed Movants-Intervenors can show that the Complaint is "confined

strictly to matters of common interest" to its members, Riviera Motel Corp,.  296 N.J. Super. at

416, such that its members have a "common economic interest in the challenged action." New

Jersey Hospice and Palliative Care Org. , 414 N.J. Super, at 48-49. The union members do not

have a common economic interest in this action. First, both AFT and AFTNJ include members

who have zero economic or other interest in this action -- teachers outside of New Jersey, in the

case of AFT, and teachers outside of impacted districts, in the case of AFTNJ. In regards to the

AFT members outside of New Jersey, only ten states have layoff provision in effect that are

solely quality-blind, and each state has a different scheme for how those quality-blind layoff

programs work. Teachers and educational employees outside of New Jersey have zero economic

interest in the constitutionality or unconstitutionality of the LIFO Statute. Moreover, it is

irrelevant that, in other cases in other states, teachers' unions have intervened, especially when

there are different statutory schemes and constitutional language at issue in those cases. See Ints.

Br. at S (citing to Vergara v. California, I6 Cal. Daily Op. Service 9266, _ Cal. Rptr. 3d _ (Ct.
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of Appeal, 2d Dist. 2016); Davids v. New York , Index No. 101105/14, Supreme Court of New

York, County of Richmond (2015)). Moreover, in Davids and in Ve rgara, Plaintiffs did not

oppose the unions' motion to intervene. See Trousdale Aff., Ex. E (Davids v. New York, Index

No. 101105/204 (N.Y. Sup. Ct., Richmond Cty. Sept. 30, 2014) (granting intervention by

teachers' unions, but noting no opposition received to motion to intervene); Vergara v.

California , No. BC484642, 2013 WL 6912923, *2 (Cal. Super. Ct., Dept. 58, Los Angeles Cty.

May 2, 2013) (citing to California's intervention statute, Cal. Civ. Code § 387). Additionally, in

both Vergara and Davids , it is not simply the LIFO policies in California and New York,

respectively, that are being challenged; plaintiffs in both cases challenged other aspects of

California's and New York's tenure laws. But here, Plaintiffs challenge only the LIFO

Statute--not the other aspects of the tenure laws--making the interests at stake very different. For

this reason, whether unions have been deemed to have an interest in other actions should have no

impact on a decision here, especially when none of the Proposed Movants-Intervenors meet the

requisite standard for standing.

All of the Proposed Movants-Intervenors represent the interests of some of their members

(e.g., senior, ineffective teachers within Newark and other similarly situated districts) at the

expense of and detriment to their other members (e.g., more junior, non-tenured and/or effective

teachers). A ruling finding the LIFO Statute unconstitutional as applied would be an economic

boon to effective but more junior teachers who currently are at greater risk of termination. By

contrast, there is an economic risk to more senior, ineffective teachers who presently face little

risk of termination despite their effectiveness (or lack thereof) in the classroom.

Second, Proposed Movants-Intervenors do not have standing because they are not

impacted, as organizations, by the LIFO Statute's constitutionality or unconstitutionality.

0



These organizations advocate and bargain on behalf of their individual members. For example,

NTU collectively bargains with Newark. See Ints. Br. at 3-4. Presumably, if the LIFO Statute

were deemed unconstitutional as applied, NTU, by virtue of its collective negotiation activities,

would continue to have the opportunity to engage in negotiations with Newark to ensure

protections for members (effective or ineffective) if and when RIFs occur. This role would not

change based on the outcome of the instant litigation. Likewise, AFTNJ apparently consists of

certain organizations that collectively negotiate in other districts similar to Newark (see Ints. Br.

at 4). The impact of a decision regarding the constitutionality of the LIFO Statute would not

impair that ability. Rather, if this case is successful, it would change only the statutory,

unconstitutional protections offered to senior, ineffective teachers in the event a district like

Newark decides it needs to engage in a RIF.

Consequently, this litigation is clearly a challenge that, if relief is granted to Plaintiffs,

could result in individual grievances filed by teachers protesting RIFs, not a collective grievance

filed by any of the Proposed Movants-Intervenors. Given this, during the pendency of this

action, the only teachers who might have standing are those who could potentially have an

individual grievance if the LIFO Statute were deemed unconstitutional as applied: an ineffective

teacher placed in an EWPS pool who is subsequently terminated due to a RIF, another

ineffective (or less than effective) teacher who is removed due to a subsequent RIF, or an

ineffective teacher who is not re-hired by the district following a RIF. And those teachers would

not have a cause of action until they knew whether they would actually be impacted by a quality-

based RIF.

Given these considerations, it is impossible for Proposed Movants-Intervenors to

establish standing due to their inability to serve as representatives of all the members of the
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organizations and their lack of an organizational interest in this action. As a result, their Motion

for Leave to Intervene should be denied.

H. EVEN IF PROPOSED MOVANTS-INTERVENORS COULD ESTABLISH
STANDING, THEY ARE NOT ENTITLED TO INTERVENTION AS OF RIGHT

Assuming arguendo that one or all of Proposed Movants-Intervenors could establish

standing to intervene (and they cannot), they are still not entitled to intervention as of right. To

be entitled to intervention as of right under R. 4:33-1, they must: (i) claim "an interest relating to

the property or transaction which is the subject of the transaction"; (ii) show they are "so situated

that the disposition of the action may as a practical matter impair or impede [their] ability to

protect that interest"; (iii) demonstrate that their interest is not "adequately represented by

existing parties"; and (iv) "make a timely application to intervene." Meehan v. K.D. Partners,

L.P., 317 N.J. Super. 563, 568 (App. Div. 1998) (citation omitted). Additionally, an internal

conflict of interest between members of a proposed intervenor counsels against granting leave to

intervene. See, e.g. , Sullivan v. DB Investments, Inc. , No. Civ. A. 04-2819, 2006 WL 892707, at

*5 (D.N.J. Apr. 6, 2006).

First , Proposed Movants-Intervenors present an unpersuasive claim that they have an

interest in the outcome of this case. Ints. Br. at 8. They rely on the fact that, if the LIFO Statute

is deemed unconstitutional, there will be an impairment of "the rights of teaching staff who are

represented by [Proposed Movants-Intervenors]." Id. According to the Proposed Movants-

Intervenors, these rights appear to be protection against being laid off on the basis of "residence,

age, sex, marriage, race, religion or political affiliation" when a RIF occurs within a district. Id.

at 4. But those rights--inappropriate terminations based on factors other than quality--are not at

issue in this case. It is a complete red herring even to imply that is the case. The only issue in

this case is whether the constitutional rights of students within a district are violated when a
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district such as Newark is forced to institute quality-blind RIFs and reemployments based solely

on seniority. None of Proposed Movants-Intervenors would suffer direct harm by any resolution

in favor of Plaintiffs here. The relief sought by Plaintiffs is narrow and tied solely to the

question of whether seniority-based layoffs and reemployment without any consideration of

quality violates their constitutional rights. If granted, it will remove the obligation to consider

seniority only when conducting a RIF and permit Newark and similarly situated districts to

consider teacher quality. Meanwhile, Proposed Movants-Intervenors just want to ensure that

"experienced senior teachers remain employed," regardless of their quality. Id. at 7.

More importantly, the statutory rights shielding senior teachers during a RIF within New

Jersey districts do not trump the constitutional rights of the schoolchildren they teach. The relief

sought by Plaintiffs is premised on the constitutional right granted to children within New Jersey

to receive a thorough and efficient education. N.J. CONST. ART. VIII, SECT. IV, ¶ 1. The

students in Newark and similarly situated districts face severe constitutional deprivations as a

result of the protections offered by the LIFO Statute to ineffective teachers within their districts.

Newark employs approximately half of the ineffective teachers in New Jersey, yet only 4% of

ineffective teachers would be removed from the district if a RIF were to occur pursuant to the

LIFO Statute. See Compl. ¶¶ 47 & 74. The data reveal how a RIF pursuant to LIFO directly

impairs Plaintiffs' ability to receive the "thorough and efficient" public education to which they

are constitutionally entitled. One study found that replacing an ineffective teacher with a simply

average teacher would increase the present value of students' lifetime income by over $250,000

per classroom--an amount that can reach staggering proportions when aggregated over
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successive years of effective teaching. 5 Another study found that the achievement gap narrows

each year a child of color is taught by an effective teacher and, if this positive effect were to

accumulate, four consecutive years with a highly effective teacher rather than a highly

ineffective teacher would be sufficient alone to close the racial achievement gap between white

students and their black counterparts.6

Proposed Movants-Intervenors' interests in protecting and enforcing statutory seniority

rights have no relevance to the central question in this litigation: are students' constitutional

rights being violated by the LIFO Statute? If the LIFO Statute is unconstitutional, the repeal of

non-constitutional statutory rights does not impact the analysis, no matter long they have existed.

In other words, the constitutionality of a statute does not rise and fall on the statutory benefits it

creates for other parties.'

Second , there is adversity of interest in this action. The State Board of Education and the

Commissioner ("State Defendants"), as well as nominal defendants Newark and Superintendent

Cerf, are charged with implementing any RIF pursuant to the LIFO Statute as it currently stands.

Plaintiffs sought to intervene in the Abbott action precisely because they did not believe the State

Defendants adequately represented their interests on the LIFO issue. In that action, the State

seeks to have the New Jersey Supreme Court award the Commissioner discretion to opt in or out

of the LIFO Statute as she sees fit. Trousdale Aff., Ex. D at 64. But the State has a long history

5 Raj Chetty, John N. Friedman & Jonah E. Rockoff, The Long-Term Impacts of Teachers:
Teacher Value-Added and Student Outcomes in Adulthood , 5 (Nat'l Bureau of Econ. Research,
Working Paper No, 17699, 2011), http://www.nber.org/papers/w17699.pdf.
6 Bryan C. Hassel & Emily Ayscue Hassel, Opportunity at the Top: How America's Best
Teachers Could Close the Gaps . Raise the Bar, and Keep Our Nation Great , Opportunity Culture
2-4 (2010), http://www.opportunityculture.org/images/stories/opportunity_at_the_top-
public_impact.pdf.
7

Additionally, the only statutes at issue in this case prevent districts from considering teacher
quality when engaging in a RIF; the statutory tenure protections and the additional safeguards
offered to teachers through collectively bargained agreements are not challenged in this suit,
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of failing to use the discretion granted to it by the Supreme Court to benefit students like

Plaintiffs. See e.g. , Abbott v. Burke , 206 N.J. 332, 369 (2011) (after granting State discretion to

change school funding formula, holding that State cannot deprive full School Funding Reform

Act funding); Abbott v. Burke , 149 N.J. 145 (1997) (finding Comprehensive Education

I mprovement and Financing Act unconstitutional); Abbott v. Burke, 136 N.J. 444 (1994)

(finding Quality Education Act unconstitutional); Abbott v. Burke , 119 N.J. 287 (1990) (finding

clause 212 of Public School Education Act of 1975 unconstitutional). Given the State's

September 2016 filing in the Abbott action, it is apparent that there is a conflict among the

parties regarding the remedies sought in this case, regardless of any statements that may have

been made regarding the damaging impact of the LIFO Statute on Newark by Superintendent

Cerf. Moreover, the Commissioner's failure to respond to Newark's 2014 Equivalency Request

indicates that there may also be adversity of interests among the Defendants.

Finall y , as explained in detail in Section I supra , there is clearly an internal conflict of

interest among the members of the Proposed Movants-Intervenors as their members have

divergent interests in the outcome of this action. As a result, even if Proposed Movants-

Intervenors were able to establish standing, the divergent interests of their membership counsels

against granting them leave to intervene.

III. ADDITIONALLY, EVEN IF PROPOSED MOVANTS-INTERVENORS COULD
ESTABLISH STANDING, PERMISSION TO INTERVENE SHOULD NOT BE
GRANTED

Assuming a uendo that Proposed Movants-Intervenors could establish standing to

intervene (which they cannot), they still should not be granted permission to intervene under

R. 4:33-2. The following four factors are considered in determining whether a motion for

permissive intervention should be granted: (i) the promptness of the application; (ii) whether

granting the motion would result in further undue delay; (iii) whether granting the motion would
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eliminate the probability of subsequent litigation; and (iv) the extent to which granting the

motion may further complicate litigation that is already complex. See ACLU of N.J.. Inc. v. Ct .

of Hudson , 352 N.J. Super. 44, 70 (App. Div. 2002).

Plaintiffs agree that Proposed Movants-Intervenors did file their motion to intervene

promptly; however, granting the motion would result in undue delay, fail to eliminate the

probability of subsequent litigation, and further complicate this litigation. First, if this Court

grants their motion to intervene, Plaintiffs anticipate that a substantive amount of effort would be

spent delving further into the question of whether each of Proposed Movants-Intervenors does

indeed have standing to be involved in this action. Additional depositions would need to be

taken of various union members to determine if the organizations adequately represent their

views, and additional motions will be filed on the question of standing. Second, as set forth

supra , if the Court grants Plaintiffs' requested relief and finds the LIFO Statute unconstitutional

as applied, there is a Iikelihood of substantial subsequent litigation by individual teachers (likely

members of NTU, but potentially also members of AFT and/or AFTNJ) if RIFs are instituted

within districts. Those individual teachers may bring actions tailored to their specific

circumstances challenging the basis of their termination. Allowing Proposed Movants-

Intervenors to intervene now would have no impact on those potential future actions. Finally,

this litigation is complex, given the simultaneous proceedings at the Supreme Court and trial

level. There is no need to interject another party into this action (when that party has not sought

involvement before the Supreme Court), especially when that party has no constitutional right to

be adjudicated. Moreover, as noted above, the question of whether Proposed Movants-

Intervenors truly do possess the requisite standing (if they are permitted to intervene) would also
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add unnecessarily to the complexity of this case. Put simply, AFT, AFTNJ and NTU simply are

not necessary parties to this action, even if they did have standing.

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, Plaintiffs respectfully request that the Court deny Proposed

Movants-Intervenors' Motion for Leave to Intervene.

Dated: December 7, 2016

By: W
TOMPKINS, McGUIRE, WACHENFELD & BARRY
LLP
William H. Trousdale
3 Becker Farm Road
Suite 402
Roseland, New Jersey 07068
Telephone: 973-623-7893
wtrousdale@tompkinsmcguire.com

Attorneys for Plaintiffs

ARNOLD & PORTER LLP
Kent A. Yalowitz
Kathleen A. Reilly
Colleen S. Lima
399 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10022-4690
Telephone: 212-715-1000
kent.yalowitz@aporter.com

Of Counsel to Plaintiffs • Moving for Pro Hac Vice
Admission
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William H. Trousdale (N.J. Attorney ID No. 010921994)
TOMPKINS MCGUIRE, WACHENFELD & BARRY, LLP
3 Becker Farm Road
Suite 402
Roseland, New Jersey 07068
(973) 623-7893
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

SUPERIOR COURT OF NEW JERSEY
H.G., a minor, through her guardian TANISHA LAW DIVISION - MERCER COUNTY
GARNER, et al.,

Docket No.: MER-L-2170-16
Plaintiffs,

Civil Action
V.

KIMBERLY HARRINGTON, in her official
capacity as Acting Commissioner of the New
Jersey Department of Education, et al.,

Defendants
and

NEW JERSEY EDUCATION ASSOCIATION,
a New Jersey nonprofit corporation, on behalf
of itself and its members,

Proposed Defendant-Intervenor

and

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF TEACHERS,
AFL-CIO, et al.,

Applicants for Intervention

CERTIFICATION OF COUNSEL WITH EXHIBITS
IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN OPPOSITION TO

PROPOSED DEFENDANT -INTERVENORS AFT, AFTNJ AND NTU'S MOTION FOR
LEAVE TO INTERVENE



I, William H. Trousdale, Esq., of full age, hereby certify:

1. Annexed hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of Plaintiffs H.G., a minor, through

her guardian Tanisha Garner, et al. (hereinafter, "Plaintiffs")'s Complaint, filed November

1, 2016.

2. Annexed hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of the Certification of Christopher

Cerf, dated August 23, 2016.

3. Annexed hereto as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of Plaintiffs' Memorandum of Law in

Support of their Motion to Intervene in Abbott v. Burke (078257), filed November 3, 2016.

4. Annexed hereto as Exhibit D is a true and correct copy of the State's Memorandum of Law

on Behalf of Defendants' Motion for Modification of Abbott XX and Abbott XXi in Abbott v.

Burke (078257), signed September 15, 2016.

5. Annexed hereto as Exhibit E is a true and correct copy of the September 30, 2014 Order of

Justice Philip G. Minardo of the New York Supreme Court in Davids v. New York , Index No.

101105/14.

I certify that the foregoing statements made by me are true. If any of the foregoing

statements made by me are willfully false, I am subject to punishment.

Date: December 7, 2016

V )
William H. Trousdale
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William H. Trousdale (N.J. Attorney ID No. 010921 994)
TOMPKINS MCGUIRE, WACHENFELD & BARRY, LLP
3 Becker Farm Road
Suite 402
Roseland, New Jersey 07068
(973) 623-7893
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

SUPERIOR COURT OF NEW JERSEY
H.G., a minor, through her guardian TANISHA LAW DIVISION - MERCER COUNTY
GARNER, et al.,

Docket No.: MER-L-2170-16
Plaintiffs,

Civil Action
v.

KIMBERLY HARRINGTON, in her official
capacity as Acting Commissioner of the New
Jersey Department of Education, et al.,

Defendants
and

NEW JERSEY EDUCATION ASSOCIATION,
a New Jersey nonprofit corporation, on behalf
of itself and its members,

Proposed Defendant-Intervenor

RTJ

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF TEACHERS,
AFL-CIO, et al.,

Applicants for Intervention

CERTIFICATION OF SERVICE



I, William H. Trousdale, Esq., of full age, hereby certify:

1. I am an attorney-at-law Iicensed to practice before this Court and a partner at the law firm

of Tompkins, McGuire, Wachenfeld & Barry, LLP, 3 Becker Farm Road, Suite 402,

Roseland, NJ 07068, attorneys for Plaintiffs Tanisha Garner, on behalf of her children

H.G. and F.G., et al.

2. Today, December 7, 2016, I caused to be submitted, by hand delivery, the original and

one (1) copy of Plaintiffs' Memorandum of Law in Opposition to Proposed Defendant-

Intervenors AFT, AFTNJ and NTU's Motion for Leave to Intervene, a Certification of

Counsel with Exhibits, and this Certification of Service to the Deputy Clerk of the

Superior Court, Mercer Vicinage, 175 South Broad Street — 1 5` Floor, Trenton, NJ 08650

for filing purposes.

3. Today, December 7, 2016, I caused to be forwarded, via New Jersey Lawyers' Service,

one copy of the above-noted documents to the Hon. Mary C. Jacobson, A.J.S.C., New

Criminal Courthouse, 400 South Warren Street, 4th Floor, Trenton NJ, 08650.

4. Today, December 7, 2016, I caused to be forwarded, via New Jersey Lawyers' Service,

one copy of the above-noted documents to the following parties in the above-captioned

case:

Beth N. Shore
Deputy Attorney General
Education/Higher Education Section
Hughes Justice Complex
25 Market Street
Trenton, NJ 08625

Charlotte Hitchcock
Chief General Counsel
Newark Public School District
2 Cedar Street, Room 1003
Newark, NJ 07102
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Flavio L. Komuves
Zazzali, Fagella, Novak, Kleinbaum & Friedman, PC
One Riverfront Plaza, Suite 320
Newark, NJ 07102

Steven P. Weissman
Weissman & Mintz LLC
One Executive Drive, Suite 200
Somerset, NJ 08873

I certify that the foregoing statements made by me are true. If any of the foregoing

statements made by me are willfully false, I am subject to punishment.

Date: December 7, 2016

William H. Trousdale
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